There’s no shortage of new indicators of compromise (IOCs), malicious IPs, and CVEs. The irony is that the more of these indicators that flood in, the more overwhelmed and ineffective your SOC and threat intelligence teams become. The increasing velocity of threat data makes it impossible to manually compare it against logs to find matches to known threat sources. Centralizing and enriching your IOC feeds is critical to maximize their value without overwhelming your team.

Solution Overview
The IntSights Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) centralizes and operationalizes thousands of sources of intelligence for streamlined investigation and faster threat blocking. IOCs are enriched using your digital assets and prioritized by severity, bringing context and clarity to your threat feeds. Our visualized investigation dashboard enables you to see how new campaigns are connected to known malicious assets and coordinate your response appropriately. Gain visibility and enhance your ability to continuously monitor and mitigate the malicious external threats that pose the greatest danger to your organization.

Key Benefits
- Streamlined security operations
- Integrated external and internal threat protection
- Deep investigation analysis
- Fewer duplicates and false positives
- Accelerated response
- Automated threat blocking

IntSights has enabled us to automate and operationalize our threat intelligence program. We’re not just finding new threats, we’re also taking quick action via automated blocking and external takedowns, enabling us to mitigate threats proactively without putting a burden on our team.”

-Yaniv Mizrahi
SOC Manager, Teva

Discover and dismantle cyberattacks early in the kill chain
IntSights is revolutionizing cybersecurity operations with the industry’s only all-in-one external threat protection platform designed to neutralize cyberattacks outside the wire. Our unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities enable continuous monitoring of an enterprise’s external digital profile across the clear, deep, and dark web to identify emerging threats and orchestrate proactive response. Tailored threat intelligence that seamlessly integrates with security infrastructure for dynamic defense has made IntSights one of the fastest-growing cybersecurity companies in the world.
Features and Capabilities

- **IOC Enrichment & Prioritization:** Bring context and clarity to your threat feeds to streamline operations. We correlate new IOCs with your unique digital assets to help you understand how you are impacted and coordinate appropriate response.

- **Visualized Investigation:** Quickly see how new campaigns connect with known malicious assets. Use our interactive Investigation tool to gain additional context and conduct deep threat investigation.

- **Broad Integration:** Ingest and share a wide range of intelligence sources using STIX and TAXII standards, and push threat data to your internal security devices, streamlining the process of updating critical blocklists.

- **Centralized Dashboard:** Organize and search all your IOCs within a single, easy-to-use dashboard. Our centralized TIP dashboard summarizes IOCs by severity and confidence level so you can easily understand which malicious assets pose the greatest risk to your organization.

- **Streamlined Blocking:** Defend against new targeted campaigns with integrated and automated threat blocking. Automatically push IOCs to your existing security devices for enriched, prioritized, and up-to-date blocklists.

Get Started

The IntSights cloud-based External Threat Protection Suite requires no software to install and works across all web browsers. Simply prepare the environment with your digital assets, and Threat Command will begin finding cyber threats across the clear, deep, and dark web.

Learn more about how IntSights Threat Command can help you build a better cyber defense. [Request a demo today.](#)

Have questions? Contact us at [info@intsights.com](mailto:info@intsights.com) or visit us at [www.intsights.com](http://www.intsights.com).